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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [16] Lions and Stampacchia proved the existence of weak solutions to 
vuriutionaZ inequalities (VI) f or p urabolic operators, the constraints assumed to 
be independent of time; further results can be found in [3, 131. In the case of 
convex sets depending “regularly” on time, a theorem of existence of weak 
solutions was proven by Biroli [2]. Finally, Mignot and Puel [17] showed the 
existence of maximal weak solutions to unilateral problems with obstacles (placed 
above) depending on time only as measurable functions. 
We are interested in strong solutions to unilateral problems. The existence 
of such solutions in the case of obstacles depending “regularly” on time as well as 
on space variables has been proven by Brezis [4]. Here (see also our previous 
paper [q) we extend Brezis’ result, by utilizing different techniques. 
The operator we deal with has essentially bounded measurable coefficients, and 
the conditions we impose on the lateral boundary of the cylinder are, roughly 
speaking, of a “mixed” type. As for the obstacle, the major hypotheses we make 
are expressed in the dual of the space where the test functions lie. 
Our proof is based on a “dual estimate” for elliptic problems, first proven 
by Lewy and Stampacchia [12] in the case of boundary conditions of the 
Dirichlet type. Various extensions of the previous result have been given in 
[8, 18, 221; here, we apply the formulation of [8] to a “regularized elliptic” 
problem, then passing to the limit on the perturbating parameter. 
We prove existence and uniqueness of a strong solution, together with a 
“parabolic estimate” of the Lewy-Stampacchia type. In particular, this estimate 
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is then used to investigate the regularity of solutions to VI, and also to solve a 
system of quasi-variational inequalities (QVI, introduced by Bensoussan and 
Lions [ 11). 
Let us mention that in [5] a “parabolic estimate” of the type we obtain here 
has also been proven for weak solutions of unilateral problems. 
2. NOTATION AND HYPOTHESES 
We denote by J2 a bounded open subset of RN with Lipschitz continuous 
boundary At& Sz being locally on one side of a&), and by ai52 an open subset of 
&C2. L2(9) is the space of square-integrable real functions on Q, provided with 
the Hilbert norm 
IV1 L2(n, = (s, v2 dx)1!2. 
P(Q) is the Sobolev space of order 1 on .C2, provided with the Hilbert norm 
vfi dx y2; 
with the usual notation v ]a,sa for the trace on ali2 of v E P(a) if a$2 # 0 (v lalsa 
being a square-integrable function on a$; see [14, 19]), we define a closed 
subspace V of H1(s2) by setting 
v = {v E Hi(Q) 1 v I@ = O}. 
If a$2 = a&2, I’ coincides with H,,l(sZ), the closure in Hl(J2) of the subspace of 
smooth functions vanishing near &C?. On the other hand, a&’ = ,@ can also 
be admitted, by setting V = Hi(B). In any case 
We identify P(G)) with its dual, and denote by V* the dual of V; therefore 
VCLy2) c v*, 
each space being continuously and densely imbedded into the following one. 
Next, let T be a positive real number, and let Q = Szx IO, T[, Z = 852, IO, T[, 
and Zr = a,A&]O, T[. We set Y =L2(0, T; V) and Y* =L2(0, T, V*), where, 
if X is a Hilbert space with norm 1 . Ix , L2(0, T, X) denotes the space of func- 
tions v from IO, T[ into X such that 1 v(t)ix is square-integrable on IO, T[, 
endowed with the Hilbert norm 
wd6s/I-8 
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V is the closed subspace of L*(O, T; P(a)) consisting of those functions whose 
traces on .Zr are zero. The space L*(Q) = L”(O, T, P(G)) being identified with 
its dual, we have the following continuous and dense imbeddings: 
V- CL2(Q) C V”*. 
We denote by (., *) both the duality pairing between elements of V* and ele- 
ments of V, and the scalar product in L'(Q); we say that F E V* is positive, and 
write F 3 0, if (F, v) > 0 for any v E 9’“, v 3 0 a.e. in Q. Finally, we set 
7Y- = {v E v- / 2)’ E v*>, 
7P- = {v EL2(0, T; Hy2)) 1 v' E Y-*>, 
v’ being the derivative of v in the sense of distributions on IO, T[ with range in 
V*. Endowed with their respective graph norms, both V and @ are 
continuously imbedded into the space of continuous functions from [0, T] into 
L2(12), endowed with the maximum norm (see [14, Chap. 1, Theorem 3.11; in 
particular for ?P, see also [14, Lemma 17.11). 
We consider the following bilinear form on L*(O, T; Ill(a)): 
a(v, w) = s, [jl aijvziwzj + t biv,p +cvw] dx4 
i=l 
the coefficients being essentially bounded measurable real functions on Q. We 
assume that there exists a real D > 0 such that 
V5 E RN, a.e. in Q; 
we also assume that there exist real numbers 01 > 0, h 3 0 such that 
a@4  3 a II 2, trf - h II v l/;qQ) T VVEV. (1) 
A bounded linear operator 02~ L*(O, T; HI(G)) + -tr* is defined via the identity 
v ELZ(0, T, Hysz)), (a%, w) = a(v, w) VWEY-. 
Let # E #“, with 
41z1 GO 
in the case a$ # 0, or, equivalently, XI # 0, and 
?w) < 0; 
we assume that the element g of V* defined by 
g=#+W 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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can be decomposed as 
g=g+-g-9 
with g+ and g- positive elements of v*. 
Finally, we introduce a closed convex subset X of Y by setting 
(5) 
X is not empty, since at least it contains $I V 0 (where V denotes the supremum; 
here we use the lattice property of L2(0, T; H’(G)), which follows from the 
analogous property of W(Q) proven in [21]). 
3. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS AND A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
The main result of the present paper is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Under assumptions (l)-(3) and (5) there exists a unique solution 
to the In 
UExnw, (u’ + au, v - u) > 0 VVES- (6) 
with the initial condition 
u(0) = 0. (7) 
Moreover the following a priori estimates hold: 
0 < u’ + au <g’-. (8) 
Proof. In the initial stage we shall make the additional assumptions that (1) 
is satisfied with 
x=0 (9) 
and that 
c > 0, a.e. in Q. w 
Uniqueness is a straightforward consequence of (1) and (9). Indeed, if u1 and u2 
are two solutions of problem (6), (7), in the inequality of formula (6) we may 
first replace u by u, and v by u2 , then u by u2 and v by u1 , thus obtaining 
(U’l - u12 + Gqu, - u,), 241 - u2) < 0. 
Since 
w1 - uf2 > u1 - u,> = 42 I(% - 4 mq6-2, 9 
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we have 
which yields 
Let us now pass to the proof of existence. The obstacle # can be approximated 
in @ by a sequence of functions & EL~(O, T; Z?(Q)) such that $E EL*(O, T, 
Hl(sZ)); the mapping t -+ r&(t) is then continuous from [0, T] into HI(G) and 
q?%(t) tends to #(t) inL*(SZ) f or any t E [0, T], according to a general result of [14] 
already mentioned. We construct the functions Z& by regularizing $I in the time 
variable (as in [14, Chap. 1, Theorem 2.11). Thus, if a&’ f D, (2) implies 
&(t>ia,n < 0 Vt fz 10, Tl; 
however, (3) is not sufficient to ensure that 
(11) 
We shall therefore pass from {&} t o another sequence of regular functions 
converging towards I/J in fl and satisfying all desired inequalities. 
Let {oI,J be a sequence of nonpositive functions in V approximating #(O) in 
L2(sZ), and let 
W on = (% - AdO)) A 0, 
where A denotes the infimum. Since won E V (as a consequence of (1 l)), 01, E V, 
and won + 0 in L2(G) as n + +co, there exists a sequence {We} C V, with 
w’, EL”(Q) and w,(O) = won , converging towards 0 in rjl’. Set 
6% belongs to Hi(Q), the Sobolev space of order 1 on Q, and satisfies 
where a,Q = (-&{O}) u (@&JO, T[). Moreover, 
&-+tj in YP as n-03. (13) 
Let W be the closed subspace of HI(Q) consisting of all functions whose 
traces on a,Q are zero, and let W* be the dual of W. We denote by (F, w) the 
value of F E W* at v E W, which coincides with the duality pairing between V* 
and V when F E V* (which is continuously and densely imbedded into W*), and 
with the scalar product in P(Q) when FEE(Q). FE W* is said to be positive 
(F > 0) if (F, v) > 0 for all v E W, v 3 0 a.e. in Q. 
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For a fixed n we consider the following bilinear form on I-r(Q): 
with 
this form is coercive on W thanks to (1) and (9). By means of the identity 
u E WQ), (A,% w) = %(% w) VWE w, 
we define a bounded linear operator A,: @(IQ) -+ W*. 
Let x,, be the solution of the elliptic boundary value problem: 
xn 6 W, 4x, = --%$,a + g 
with g given by (4). Because of (1) and (9)) (14) yields 
44 II xfn 11”,2,,, + %I II Xn II> 
(14) 
(15) 
< -44 @a 7 x’n) - cvn , x72> - 4,Jn 7 xn> + (g, x3. 
From (15) (and (13)) it follows that, for all n, 
[+)I”” II x’, llLZ(Q) + II x, Ilv < constant, 
and therefore, by the choice of the parameter c(n), 
+> (Qn , x’d - 0 as n-+ 00. 
Moreover, from {x,,}, we can extract a subsequence {xy}, which converges 
weakly in V. Let x be the limit of xy; then, again because of (15)) 
where the right-hand side equals 0 by the definition (4) of g. We can therefore 
deduce that x = 0 is the strong limit in V of the entire sequence lx,,},, . 
Finally, we set 
*n = 6 -I- Xn - 
By construction, I/,, belongs to P(Q) and satisfies 
4, la,0 < 0 
(as a consequence of (12))) and 
&A =g. 
(16) 
(17) 
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We introduce a closed convex subset 06, of Was follows: 
Itb,=(vEWIv>,~,a.e.in~). 
M, is not empty because (16) implies that #n V 0 E K,; thus there exists a 
unique solution to the VI. 
*n E &I 7 (4% , v - %a) 3 0 VVEK, (18) 
(see [16]), and the following estimates hold: 
0 < Anun <g+ (19) 
(for the second inequality see [8]; (10) is used here to ensure the validity of the 
maximum principle for A,). 
Since g+ E Y*, from (19) we deduce that, for every n, the element h, of W* 
defined by 
h, = Anun (20) 
actually belongs to Y*, and satisfies 
11 h, I\+ < constant. 
From (20), once more together with (1) and (9), it follows that 
(23) 
44 II ullz II&,, + ii I u,(T)l&, + 01 IIu,, II& d II hn Ilye II un lly . 
Thus, (21) implies, for all PZ, 
[+>I’/” IIuln llLz.2(oj + IyJT)lL2ta, + II un /Iv < constant 
and consequently also (as in [14, Chap. 3, Theorem 7.11) 
(22) 
11 ufn I/+-* < constant. (23) 
By making use of (21)-(23), we may pass to weakly convergent subsequences and 
verify that, if u is the weak limit in Y of {u~}~ , then u’ belongs to Y* and is the 
weak limit in that space of {u’“},; then also u( 7’) is the weak limit in La(Q) of 
{uJT)}~, u(O) equals 0, and u’ + 0% is the weak limit in Y* of (hy}v , which 
yields (8). 
It remains to show (always under assumptions (9) and (10)) that u solves (6). 
Uniqueness (see above) will then imply that the index v may be replaced by the 
index n. 
Now, since u - # is the limit inL*(O, T; Hi(Q)) of u, - 4” > 0, r~ belongs to 
X. On the other hand, each v E X- is the strong limit in Y of a sequence 
{Gy}, C W, and consequently also of the sequence {v~)~ obtained by setting 
v, = $, v a, E K, . 
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In inequality (18) we may replace v by v, , thus obtaining 
By weak lower semicontinuity of positive quadratic forms, we have 
: Iu(qq,, + 4% 4 < (u’ + @UC, v), 
that is, 
(u’ + au, v - u) > 0, VVEZ-, 
which completes the proof of the theorem in the case where (9) and (10) are 
satisfied. 
Let us now drop those initial assumptions. With the choice of a parameter h 
large enough to satisfy both (1) and the inequality 
we set 
X + c 3 0, a.e. in Q, 
qv, w) = +, wj + A(~, w), 
and define a bounded linear operator a: L2(0, T, H’(S2)) + -tr* by means of the 
identity 
v EL2(0, T; Hl(SZ)), (av, w) = qv, w), VWEV-. 
Moreover, with the notation v(t) = e+, we set 
(so that 
L#? = {v E V 1 v > $, a.e. in Q}. 
Since 0 and $ verify all the hypotheses of the part of the theorem just proven 
(including (9) and (lo)), there exists a unique solution to the VI 
aes?n-&“, (22’ + LTS, v - ii) 2 0 vv E 2 (24) 
with the initial condition 
C(O) = 0. (25) 
Moreover, 
o&i’+&<g”+. (26) . 
Let u = v-rJ. Obviously, u E %‘-, u(0) = 0 and u > # a.e. in Q; furthermore, 
since 
(26) implies (8). 
22 + ali = p)(u’ + au>, 
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Next, we have 
(ii’ + @ii, (w - n> A 0) = 0, QwE~?. 
In fact, in (24) we may take both 
v=ti+(w-2i)AO 
(which equals w A u’ > $) and 
v=zi-(w-zz)AO 
(which is > ii > 4) thus obtaining (27). 
On the other hand 
(27) 
(2 + &, (w - n) A 0) 
= (u’ + I%, $(qJ-1 w - u) A 0) < e-2T(u’ + Qi’u, (@w - u) A 0) (28) 
since $(~-iw - u) A 0 < e-2T(q.-1d - u) A 0 a.e. in Q, and U’ + GpI?L > 0. 
From (27) and (28) it follows that 
(u’ + 6Yu, (?-lw - u) A 0) > 0, QWES?. 
Since w belongs to %? if and only if q-rw E X, we obtain 
(u’ + 6724, (v - u) v 0) = 0, QvEX, 
and consequently 
(u’ + Gplu, v - u) = (u’ + flu, (v - u) V 0) + (u’ + flu, (v - u) A 0) 3 0, 
with the fact that u’ + G?u is positive again taken into account. 
Summing up, we have proved that, since ?i satisfies (24)-(26), u = @G 
satisfies (6)-(8). A s f or uniqueness, we can proceed as above, and prove that, 
if u is a solution to (6) and (7), then necessarily it satisfies the first inequality in 
(8), and 1 = vu is a solution to (24) and (25); thus the uniqueness of u follows 
from the uniqueness of zZ. 
Remark 1. Let #i ,..., #m be elements of g having the same properties as 
# above, and let z,Vi + a& = gi+ - gi-; then Vi=l,...,m gif is well defined as an 
element of V* (see [8]). Each #i being the limit in W* of a sequence {&,}, C 
W(Q), we can define A,: Hi(Q) -+ W* as above, with e(a) given by 
Thus each #i is also the limit in @ of a sequence (Gi,J C W(Q) such that 
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&L = gi . Since A,( ViEI ,..., m km> G Vi, ,..., m 4&i,, (see PI>, we can 
proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1 and show an analogous result with 
II, replaced by VM,...,~ & and g+ (in (8)) replaced by Vi=l,...,mgi+. 
Remark 2. The case of a VI such as 
UExnYP”, (u’ + @4 v - u) t (f, v - u), VVEX, (29) 
fEv*, with an initial condition such as 
u(O) = %J > (30) 
u. EL*(Q), is essentially the same as that of (6) and (7), provided #(O) is assumed 
to satisfy 
VW) G uo 
instead of (3), and (5) is assumed to hold for g given by 
instead of (4). 
Indeed, let ti be the solution of the initial value problem 
iiEw-, fi’ + aii = f, z?(O) = 240. 
Then the unilateral problem with obstacle # - zi can be solved in the light 
of Theorem 1; by writing the solution corresponding to I/I - 22 as u - ti, one 
verifies that the function u so obtained is the solution (necessarily unique) to 
(29) and (30); moreover, 
f <u’+~~<g+i-f. (31) 
In the sequel we shall actually refer to (29), (30), and (31) instead of (6), (7), 
and (S), respectively. 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS: REGULARITY, QUASI-VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Existence and uniqueness of the solution to (29) and (30) having now be 
ascertained, we shall proceed to study its regularity under some additional 
hypotheses. Our main tool will be formula (31), as it leads to a class of equatiolls; 
this procedure has already been employed in [12], [18], and [22] for elliptic VI, 
and in [6j for parabolic VI with Dirichlet conditions on Z (case (i) below). 
In the sequel we shall make use of the following notations: 
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v being the normal to Z in (x, t) directed towards the exterior of Q, and H*(G) will 
be the Sobolev space of order 2 on Q. 
COROLLARY. Let us suppose that 
ai is regular, 
a,j E Cl(Q) Vi,j= l,..., N, 
f and g+ belong to L2(Q)- 
Then: 
(i) if a# = &! and u,, E H,,l(l2), the solution of (29), (30) verifies 
24 EL’(0, T; H,1(!2) n H*(q), u’ E L*(Q); 
(ii) ;f a,G = ,B and uO E H1(sZ), the solution of (29), (30) verifies 
u EL’(O, T; IP(sZ)), u’ E L2(Q). 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
Proof. In both cases (i) and (ii), from (31) and (34) it follows that 
u’ + S?u EL”(Q). 
In case (i), u satisfies also u lz = 0 and u(O) E L&l(G), so that (35) follows 
from a result of regularity for solutions of Cauchy-Dirichlet problems, (32) and 
(33) having been taken into account. 
Analogously, in the case (ii) u satisfies also au/av, = 0 (once more because 
of (31)) and u(O) E e(Q); hence (36) is a consequence of a result of regularity 
for solutions of Cauchy-Neuman problems once (32) and (33) have been taken 
into account. 
Remark 3. The results of regularity mentioned above can be found in [15, 
201; the latter reference is also useful for details on condition (32). 
Remark 4. The corollary can be improved by consideringL”-spaces (and the 
corresponding Sobolev spaces) instead of L2-spaces (and the corresponding 
Sobolev spaces). This procedure leads to a wider range of results, including the 
continuity of u in g when p is “large enough.” Since it is only a matter of the 
theory of equations, we again refer to [20] for all details. 
Finally, let us apply the a priori estimates (3 1) to the study of a nonstationary 
problem of a QVI connected to the theory of noncooperative games. Estimates 
of the type (31) have been applied to elliptic QVI in [lo] - where the analog 
of the problem we shall now deal with has been introduced - in [9, 111; Theo- 
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rem 1 of the present paper (as announced in [6j) has already been used in [7] 
for a parabolic QVI. 
We consider the case a,LJ = a!S, that is, Y =L2(0, T; H+(Q)). Given m 
functions pr , /& ,..., ,& such that 
,Qi eL2(0, T; H’(Q)), Is’i E L”(Q) Vi = l,..., m, (37) 
with any vector w = (wr ,..., w,) E Yrn we associate the following closed convex 
subset of Y: 
where 
z(w) = {v E V / v > M,(w) a.e. in Q}, 
M,(w) =A + V wj, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
j=$g;. m 
We may therefore consider the following system of VI: 
xi E .qw) n w, 
(di + 925, , vi - Xi) > (fi , vi - Xi) vv, E K(w) 
q(O) = 0, i = I,..., m, 
with 
fi EL'(Q), i = l,..., m. 
If system (38) admits a solution z (necessarily unique!) we set 
2 = S(w); 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
let us remark that if u” denotes the solution of the system 
uio E w, UY' + 2kio =fi , 
UiO(0) = 0, i = l,..., m, 
(41) 
then, by the maximum principle for parabolic operators, z given by (40) verifies 
uio < zi , i = I,..., m. (42) 
We want to find a$xedpoint of S, that is, a solution u to the followmg system: 
ui E XJU) n w, 
We set 
(U'( + g"i, vi - %) 2 (fi , vi - %), VVi E .X$(U) (43) 
q(O) = 0, i = l,..., m. 
2 = {V E L2(0, T; H;(Q) n H2(J2)) 1 V’ ELM, v(O) = 0} 
and provide it with the graph norm. Our result is the following. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume (32) and (33). Let the functions aI ,..., & zerzfy (37) 
together with 
A Ir < 0, Bi(O> < 0, 
(Pi + Pj)’ + =qPi + Pi> < 0, i,j= 1 iii, 
(44) 
,..., m, 
and let the functions fi ,..., fin verify (39). Then S admits a fixed point u E Z”, 
which is the weak limit in Z” of the increasing sequence (Sk(~o))le of iterated solutions 
and satisJes the inequalities 
ui < vi 7 i = I,..., m, (45) 
if v is any other fixed point of S. 
Proof. If w E Z”, i&(w) is in F(Q); h ence, the distribution gi on Q defined by 
gi = a&(w) + mlqw) 
is actually an element of V*. Moreover, 
(see Remark l), so that gi is a measure whose positive part gi+ belongs to L’(Q). 
Thus, according to Theorem 1, z = S(w) exists and satisfies 
for i = I,..., m, which yields 
ZEZ” 
(as in the corollary, case (i)). 
Now, let 
and let 
C = {V E Zm 1 fi < v'li + ,Epui < pi a.e. in Q, i = 1, 2 ,.,., m>. 
C is a bounded closed convex subset of Z”; it is not empty because it contains 
at least u” given by (41). We are now going to prove that S(w) E C whenever 
w E C, that is, 
S(C) c c. (47) 
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To this end, it suffices to prove that, if w E C, the last term in (46) is <pi . In 
fact, 
( B’i + yPi + V (W’j + ZWj) V fi i=l,...,Vl 1 
j#i 
G P’i + =Qi + V ( Pj Vfi 1=l.....W& 1 
j#i 
B’j + -w* 
j=l....,WZ 2 - k=l,... nz 
A,( 
j+i 
the last inequality is consequent on the third inequality in (44) as well as on 
the definition of pi . Thus, (47) holds true. 
Let us now set, for all K = 1, 2 ,..., 
Uk = Sk(uO), 
each ub being well defined as an element of C thanks to (47). Because of (42), we 
have 
uio < Uil, vi = l,..., m; 
hence, by a comparison lemma for solutions of parabolic \‘I, we also have, for 
all K = 1, 2,..., 
U.k < &i-l e\z, i = 1, 2 ,..., tn. 
Each sequence {u+“}~ is therefore increasing; being bounded in Z”, {u}~ con- 
verges weakly in 2” towards a limit u. 
We shall prove that u = S(u). Indeed since the injection of 2 into L2(Q) 
is compact, we have uik 7 ui in P(Q), and therefore also Mi(uk) ,P M,(u) in 
La(Q), as k ---f + co; thus, since for all k we have uik 2 Mi(uk-l), we also have 
ui > M,(u), that is, 
ui E X(U), i = 1, 2,. .., m. 
Now, let v E V”“, with zli E X(u). By the monotonicity of {P&(u~~)}~ in Q, 
zli E &(uk), for every k, so that it is admissible in (38) with w = uk and z = t.P+l; 
(43) then follows from a passage to the limit. 
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As for (49, which can be expressed by saying that u is a minimal solution to 
(43), it is a simple consequence of (42) with z replaced by v = S(v), once the 
comparison lemma already mentioned is taken into account. 
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